This paper describes a method to detect grammatical errors from a non-native speaker's utterance for a dialogue-based CALL (Computer Assisted Language Learning) system.For conversation exercises,several dialogue-based CALL systems were developed.However,one of the problems in conventional dialogue-based CALL systems is that a learner is usually assigned a passive role.The goal of our system is to allow a learner to compose his/her own sentences freely in a role-playing situation. One of the biggest problems in realizing the proposed system is that the learner's utterance inevitably contains pronunciation,lexical and grammatical errors.In this paper,we focus on the correction of the lexical and grammatical errors.To correct these errors,we propose two methods to detect lexical/grammatical errors in an utterance.The conventional methods are to write a grammar that accepts the errors manually.The proposed methods 1 and 2 use the`error rules'that are independent of the recognition grammar.The method 1 uses only correct system grammar and extends the recognition results using the`error rules'.The method 2 uses a general grammar(which does not consider the relationship between verb,particle and each noun)to recognize the learner's utterance and check acceptance of each N-best result and searches the learner's utterance.The grammar error detection experiment proved that the method 2 performs as well as the conventional method.
classes in which they have to share their teacher with other learners.This reduces the amount of time each learner spends in producing foreign language speech.Conventional self-study methods such as tape recorder,VCR language material,and composition textbook force the learner to identify pronunciation and grammar mistakes by himself/herself (Toki and Murata 1988) .This is a difficult task for a foreign language learner.If a learner could find his/her mistakes,they would have no need to learn them.The application of speech recognition technology can solve these problems.
Dialogue-based CALL system
In the development of speech recognition technology in recent years,the expectation of a new concept CALL system has been growing.Various CALL systems have been proposed so far (Kawai,Ishida,and Hirose 2001; Kawai and Hirose 1997) .However,most of the conventional systems are practice systems of pronunciation and listening such as minimal pair exercise.Practicing pronunciation and listening only is insufficient in conversing effectively. To obtain communication ability for participating in'real conversation',a learner also needs to practice grammar,sentence composition, oral exercise and so on.A dialogue-based CALL system can compensate for the lack of conversation exercises.
Dialogue-based CALL systems can roughly be divided into two types: whether a learner creates a response sentence actively or not.The first ones prepare ready-made answers when the learner is asked to answer a question (Rypa 1996; Auralog; Nakagawa,Reyes,Suzuki, and Taniguchi 1997) .As a result,the learner has no practice in composing his/her own utterances.Auralog,for example,has produced an appealing language teaching system that feeds the learner's pronunciation of one of three written sentences to the recognizer.The path of the dialogue depends on the learner's choice. Nakagawa et al.1997 proposed an English conversation CAI(Computer Assisted Instruction)system using speech recognition techniques.
The feature of this system is similar to Auralog.However,the number of written sentences for a learner includes improper answers and grammatical errors.For example,the shown answers are[1:Sightseeing,2:I am from Japan,3:I am here for two weeks,etc.]for the question "What is the purpose of your visit" .While it has a certain degree of realism,one of the major problems in those CALL systems is that the learner is assigned a passive role.Therefore, the learner cannot do exercises in active production of speech which prepares the learner to participate in`real conversation'.
The second ones let a learner create his/her own utterances in a limited way (Eskenazi 1996 (Eskenazi ,1999 Yamamoto,Tagawa,and Miyazaki 1993; Yamamoto 2002 We have discussed these pronunciation problems in our previous work and proposed a mispronunciation detecting method (Kweon,Suzuki,Ito,and Makino 2003) .Another problem is the poor recognition performance.The recognition performance of freely produced speech is poor, especially utterances of foreigners because usually the speed of foreigners'speech is slow and their pronunciation is ambiguous.To solve the problem of low recognition performance,Nakagawa et al.1997 trained the acoustic model with non-native speakers'speech.We (Kweon, Suzuki,Ito,and Makino 2004) also trained acoustic models with non-native speakers'speech DB (Minematsu,Nishina,and Nakagawa) .
The other problems are grammar issues.There are two kinds of grammar problems.One expressions.When a learner produces his/her own speech,they may produce utterances which are outside of the recognition grammar.
In this paper,we will focus on grammar errors and propose several methods to solve this problem.This paper is organized as follows.First,the overview of the proposed system is described in section 2.Then the effect of the pre-exercise is briefly shown in section 3.Next, new methods to detect lexical and grammatical errors are proposed in section 4.
OVERVIEW OF THE PROPOSED SYSTEM
As we mentioned in section 1.2,our final goal is to construct a system which allows a learner to practice'real conversations'actively.The overview of the system is shown in Fig.  1 .When using this system,the system displays the situation and a role of the learner. he/she wants to do,and no explicit choices are given.Instead,the system displays the detail of the situation.For the souvenir task,the system shows the list of items the store sells. In this work,it is assumed that the rst language(L1)is Korean and the second language (L2)is Japanese.
PRE-EXERCISE AND OUT-OF-GRAMMAR UT-TERANCES

Out-of-grammar utterances
The CALL system uses the recognition grammar to recognize a learner's speech.As the recognizer assumes that the input utterance follows the grammar,the system cannot recognize an utterance that is outside of the grammar.As the proposed CALL system does not give the learner explicit choices of the utterance,there is always some risk that the learner utters an out-of-grammar utterance.Once an out-of-grammar utterance is given,it is very difficult to treat that utterance and recover the dialog.Therefore,it is desirable that the learner does not utter out-of-grammar utterances.Then we consider how to decrease the number of out-of-grammar utterances.
Introduction of pre-exercise
To reduce out-of-grammar utterances,a pre-exercise before doing conversation exercise with system is introduced (Yamamoto et al.1993) .First,the learner does pre-exercise of the vocabulary,grammar,and typical conversation examples.Then they do real conversation exercises using the system. We predict that a pre-exercise will induce a learner to produce his/her own speech naturally which is inside of the system grammar,but we do not know how pre-exercise reduces out-of-grammar errors.Therefore,we investigated the influence of a pre-exercise upon the number of out-of-grammar utterances through an interview experiment.
Experimental setup
We did interviews without/with a pre-exercise.13 Korean speakers were interviewed about a souvenir task and a hotel reservation task.The Japanese abilities of the learners were clas- 
Results of the interview experiment
The experimental results are shown in Table 1 .
With the pre-exercise,the total number of sentences decreased by about 31%.The reason is that the learners naturally used the conversation flow in the pre-exercise.The other observation is that the number of interjection is large in the`without pre-exercise'condition because the learners had problems constructing sentences immediately without a pre-exercise.
With the pre-exercise,the number of interjection per sentence decreased by about 18%.
Results of the out-of-grammar utterances are shown in Table 2 .According to Table 2,14% of total sentences is out-of-grammar utterances in case where pre-exercise are not conducted.
However,in the case where pre-exercises are conducted,94.6% of total sentences is inside of the system grammar.Comparing the results of`without pre-exercise'to`with pre-exercise', the number of the out-of-grammar utterances dramatically decreased. Tendency of the grammatical errors was related to Japanese particle and verb conjugation errors. Fig.2 shows the examples of the grammatical and lexical errors.As Fig.2 There are a couple of grammatical error detection systems(Atsumi;Yano,Ogata,Sakakibara,and Wakita;Hasimoto and Shimada).However,all of the systems detect grammatical errors from a learner's text input. These methods cannot be directly applied to our proposed system,because our proposed system must recognize a learner's utterances which include grammatical and lexical errors.As mentioned before,a speech recognizer recognizes the input speech using the recognition grammar.This means that the recognizer never output a sentence that has grammatical errors,as long as the recognition grammar is described to accept only correct sentences.Therefore,we must develop a method to recognize the errors in the learner's utterance. To detect grammatical errors from a speech input,a couple of the conventional methods (Yamamoto et al.1993; Yamamoto 2002; Nakagawa et al.1997) were proposed.These methods extend a system grammar with grammatical errors simply by hand.If these methods only treat a few grammatical errors,it is good enough.However,as the number of grammatical errors increases,it is more and more difficult to extend a system grammar with grammatical errors(The reason is explained below).
Manual(Referenced) method
The simplest method to treat the grammatical/lexical errors is to extend the recognition grammar to accept a learner's grammatical and lexical errors.An example of such grammar is shown in Fig.4 . The advantage of this method is that the optimum system grammar can be constructed for each task.However,the disadvantage is that it is difficult to extend system grammar automatically with grammatical and lexical errors.We need to extend each grammatical error for each verb,grammar,and particle,because the correct particle is different for each verb The feature of this method is that the original correct grammar which does not include any grammatical errors is used.As we mentioned,the disadvantage of the manual method is that it is difficult to extend a system grammar with grammatical errors.To overcome that disadvantage,the concept of this method is to use correct grammar(compared to the manual method)to recognize a learner's utterance and N-best recognition results are extended by the grammar error rule and a learner's utterances is searched. This method is performed in two steps. Fig.5 shows the diagram of the method 1.The a learner's utterances.N-best lists N(i)where i indicates i-th candidate of N-best results is output as a result of recognition.Then,the system extends recognition results of the first step using the grammar error rules, and generates hypotheses N(i,j)that contain grammatical errors,where j indicates j-th hypothesis of i-th candidate.Then,the acoustic likelihoods are calculated for all candidates.Finally,the candidate with the maximum likelihood is chosen as the recognition result.
The advantage of this method is that the recognition grammar does not need to be extended with grammatical errors for each task.One disadvantage is that recognition time is longer than the manual method,because of the likelihood calculation.The other is that the The feature of this method is that a general grammar which does not consider the relationship between verb,particle and each noun is used.As we have mentioned earlier,the disadvantage of the manual method is that it is difficult to extend grammatical errors.To overcome this disadvantage,this method uses a general grammar(which does not consider the relationship between verb,particle and each noun)to recognize a learner's utterances,whereby the N-best recognition results are calculated arid the utterances of the learner is searched.
This method performs the detection in 3 steps. Fig.6 shows the diagram of the method 2.Let the initial recognition grammar(that accepts only correct sentences)be G.The first step is that the system generate the general error grammar G',which allows any particle to
The system recognizes the input speech using G'and outputs an N-best list N'(i)as the result.Then,N(i)in the N-best list is verified using the following criteria: The advantage of this method is that the system grammar can be simply extended automatically.However,the disadvantage is that the recognition performance may be decreased as compared to the manual method,because the system uses the general grammar which is shown in Fig.6 .
Experiment
We checked the recognition results and the grammatical error detection rate for each method.We used 397 utterances(includes 140grammatical and lexical errors:particle errors 99,verb errors 12,lexical errors 29)from the interview data by 20 Korean speakers. Table 4 Experiment results of recognition rates Table 5 Experiment results of error detection rates by about 8% and 33% in method 1,as compared to the manual method,because the correct system grammar could not output the candidate that corresponds to the utterances with grammatical and lexical errors.
One example of the recognition result recognized of the method 1 is shown in Fig.7 .In
Most of the recognition errors happened in the input utterances which include grammatical errors.Therefore,the error detection rate by the proposed method 1 is much lower than the manual method.
However,the recognition results of the manual method and the proposed method 2 for The manual(referenced)method
The proposed method 2 N-best:1 You have Grammar Errors
As shown in Table 4 ,the recognition rate and grammar error detection rate decreased by 2.77% and 1.43% as compared to the manual method.For the proposed method 2,another example is shown in Fig.8 .
As shown in Fig.8 ,N-best results are calculated in the first step.Then,each N-best is learner's utterance using correct grammar.
For the recognition error in the proposed method 2,another example is shown in Fig.9 .
Because the general grammar which does not consider relationship between each noun,verb and so on was used,the 1-best result may include recognition error and still be accepted in However,the recognition rate and the grammatical error detection rate were similar to the manual method.We point out the recognition improvement and grammar error detection rate of the manual method is not significant at the significance level of 0.05 as compared to the proposed method 2. We also checked the processing time(2.6GHz Xeon CPU) for 50 utterances. Comparing to the manual method,the proposed method 2 took 1.28 times longer(225 second in the manual method,290 second in the proposed method2 for 50 utterances). 
